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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer asks you about Check Point SmartWorkflow. His
company must comply with various laws and regulations and
therefore it is important for him to be able to see the changes
made to a specific object.
How can the customer receive the required information?
A. The customer can use the Check Point's SmartViewTracker to
view the required information. He selects the log category
Changed Objects.
B. The customer can use the Record Details. This feature
enables administrators to track changes that have been made to
objects over an extended period of time. These changes are
recorded in SmartView Tracker as audit logs.
C. The customer can check compliance.
This function compares the logs with the compliance
requirements and automatically reports which part of the

selected compliance is fulfilled and which is not.
D. The customer can use the Check Point's SmartView Tracker
directly to receive the required information. He selects the
log category SmartWorkflow.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie haben die App Service-PlÃ¤ne in der folgenden Tabelle
gezeigt.
Sie planen, die in der folgenden Tabelle gezeigten
Azure-Webanwendungen zu erstellen.
Sie mÃ¼ssen ermitteln, welche App Service-PlÃ¤ne fÃ¼r die
Web-Apps verwendet werden kÃ¶nnen.
Was solltest du identifizieren? Um zu antworten, wÃ¤hlen Sie
die entsprechenden Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/quickstart-d
otnetcore?pivots=platform-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-serviceplan-manage#

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:
Log records: SQL
Social media mentions: Gremlin
You can store the actual graph of followers using Azure Cosmos
DB Gremlin API to create vertexes for each user and edges that
maintain the "A-follows-B" relationships. With the Gremlin API,
you can get the followers of a certain user and create more
complex queries to suggest people in common. If you add to the
graph the Content Categories that people like or enjoy, you can
start weaving experiences that include smart content discovery,
suggesting content that those people you follow like, or
finding people that you might have much in common with.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/social-media-a
pps
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